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Arizona – a place of refuge 
We were originally scheduled to leave England just before Christmas. In September it looked like we were 

going to get the main projects done for the church and the leadership agreed that we could 
leave in early November. With the earlier departure, we then had an opportunity to go and 
stay in Phoenix, Arizona for a month before returning for Christmas. The respite of Arizona 
would not have been available after Christmas, so we were thrilled that we could go there. 
Arizona has often been a place of renewal for us and it was once again. We had a lovely time 
in Arizona from mid November to mid December. It was warm and sunny, with very little to 
do but walk and read. We knew we were tired from the time in England, but we did not realise 
to what degree. It took a long time before we felt like ourselves once again. We had a chance 
to make some important decisions about our future plans and to put the highs and lows of 
Britain into healthy perspective. When our time was done there, we were ready to take the 
next step in our return to Canada. 

F I N A L  E D I T I O N  

 

Christmas with family 
We arrived home to Three Hills, Alberta on the 14th of December. It was dipping down toward -30 something. What a shock to 
our system after a month in Arizona and the last 3 winters in the balmy climes of the UK. We had forgotten how cold it could 

get; yet people can still survive (barely). Sometimes when we are moaning about the 
weather, people will ask us why we didn’t just stay in England when we loved it so 
much, and the clear cut answer is ‘our family weren’t there’. Our Christmas this year 
was made special because it was our family all together. We were so excited to 
spend it with all 18 of us in one place. Some of our children had other plans for 
Christmas Day, but we were all together on the 27th. With 9 grandchildren, there 
was the inevitable sickness bug floating around, so not everyone was feeling 100%, 
but it was still really special to share a meal, a hug and a very tangible reminder of 
how blessed we are to have the children, children-in-law and grandchildren we have. 
We marvel at the grace of God shown in our kids’ lives. We never want to take that 
for granted, and thank God for them daily, and pray the Lord’s protection on their 
hearts and souls. We know some of you reading this have been faithfully praying for 
our family, and some of you have extended some really practical care for them while 

we have been away. We are deeply thankful for your prayers and support to our family. 

This is it! Our last newsletter, or at least we expect it to be, for we have returned to Canada. There may come 
a time when we travel afar and once again share the journey , but for now –– this is it!  
 
We left England on the 8th of November, driven to the airport by dear friends with their van loaded down 
with our 10 suitcases. That was the beginning of seeing God’s blessing in our return. We had been told the 
day before that the 8 suitcases we had anticipated checking would not be allowed. When we pointed out that 
we had been told for months that it would be accepted based on paying 
additional fees, they told us we could bring them and see if the person at the 
check-in would make an exemption.  When we got to the airport, the lovely 
lady at the counter said she would, and in fact she said she would only charge 
us for the 7th bag and not the 8th (we had already paid for bag 3-6). When we 
went to pay for the 7th bag, Stan’s debit card would not go through, nor would 

his visa card. After an awkward pause, the lady just smiled and said she wouldn’t charge us for 
either (when we later called the bank about the problem, they said they had no record of anyone trying to process a payment, 
and the cards worked fine elsewhere that day). So, the end result was we ended up bringing all our bags home for even less than 
we had anticipated. Just another example of God going above and beyond our expectation.   
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So what are the Kings doing now 
Before we tell you what Becky and Stan are doing, let us fill you in on our family: 
• Jeff and Ruth et al (when you have 6 kids ‘et al’ seems appropriate): They are raising amazing children! Ruth is managing 

a busy household, renovating their home whenever she can, and hosting a revolving door of people. Jeff has recently 
shifted vocations leaving the engineering company to become the Northern Alberta (Olds north) representative for 
Compassion Canada. It’s a major shift in direction, but one that is consistent with their values and faith. 

• Ashley and Pete (Nate, Luke and Joseph): Peter continues to work for One Hope Canada as the field director overseeing 
14 camps in Alberta and British Columbia. It allows him to work from home, but it also takes him away a week a month, 
as he has to visit these camps. Ashley keeps things flowing smoothly as she navigates life with three active boys. 

• Stephanie: Just this past week Stephanie finished her course work for her Education degree. She has been at the U of A for 
the past 3.5 years, working ¾ time for the Alberta government in Sustainable Resources, whilst helping to lead a youth 
group and carry on an active social life. She has done incredibly well! She will do a nine-week practicum at a local junior 
high school teaching French, and then will be finished! She hopes to find a job in Alberta (although she has mentioned 
Australia and Sweden) teaching French or CTS: human sciences. 

• Matt and Blythe are living in Vancouver. Both have recently finished their dissertations for their Masters degrees they took 
in Montreal last year. Matt is tutoring children with special needs in Vancouver, while Blythe is back at Regent Seminary 
finishing her Masters in Theological Studies. They have some question marks about what’s next for them, but they love 
being back on the west coast. We spent a week with them right after Christmas, and it is a beautiful place to be. For those 
who have prayed for them following their accident a few years ago, Blythe continues to have pain from her injuries and 
the degree of recovery remains somewhat uncertain. They are thankful for the healing that has taken place, but we 
continue to seek God for complete healing. 

But, what are the older Kings doing? 
The short answer to that question is ‘we are still trying to find our way’. When we returned, we felt 
that we should settle back in Three Hills, where we have a lovely home. We tried to sell the home last 
year, just to pave the way so the slate as to where we would settle would be clear. That didn’t happen, 
so we felt Three Hills would be our base. We love our Three Hills home. It is warm and cozy, and 
offers us a pleasant and gentle lifestyle. However, Three Hills is not a place where there are a lot of 
jobs. So, we knew we might have to commute. 
 
In approaching the daunting task of job hunting at this stage in our life, we felt we needed to approach it with hands wide open. 
We did not want to preclude what God might have in mind, so Stan basically applied for jobs in every sector, public, private 
and charitable sectors. He applied for a role as an instructor at a bible college, an executive director with a charity that supports 
care for seniors, a church ambassador for a mission charity, and a sessional law instructor at a university. We did not rule out 
pastoral ministry, but there weren’t any openings we felt led to pursue. The strategy was basically a reenactment of ‘casting our 

bread upon the water’ (Ecclesiastes 11) to see what might return. What returned was not what 
was expected. Stan was offered a job with the Alberta Government in the Appeals Secretariat. 
It is an administrative job where he helps coordinate appeals for vulnerable people who are not 
receiving the income and support they feel they need. He provides some support and counsel to 
ensure that the appeal process is accessible and fair. It is very different for Stan to work in a 
government environment having worked in business and church ministry. It is an opportunity 
to do good. We are thankful for the opportunity. 
 

The complicating factor of Stan’s job is it is in a city (Edmonton) 3 hours away from our home in Three Hills. We commute up 
there on Sunday nights and come back to Three Hills on Friday night. We are getting used to the rhythm of our commute. The 
blessing is that Stan’s cousin and her husband, who live near Edmonton but are away for 3 months, offered their home to us 
while they are away. This gives us a lovely place to stay while we settle into this new way of life. The other pleasant thing about 
this arrangement is that we have two children living up in Edmonton and 1 child in Three Hills, so we see them all regularly 
(Matt and Blythe really need to move to Alberta, an unlikely move). 
 
Becky has also been open to all options. Now that we are commuting to Edmonton, she is focusing her efforts in there. She has 
applied for temporary work in both the private and public sector. She has applied for teaching assistant roles and clerical work. 
Her time off has been well used reconnecting with family, attending to appointments and sorting out our 
nomadic life. With most of that attended to, she’s ready to find employ. Pray that something fulfilling comes her 
way shortly. 

Although we might not be writing newsletters chronicling our adventures, we have no doubt our adventures will 
continue. And whether we live in Edmonton, or Three Hills, or England, our commitment is the same as the 
psalmist who wrote ‘as for us, it is good to be near God. We have made the Sovereign Lord our refuge. We will 
tell of all his good deeds.’ We trust you too will fare well as you stay near God on your own adventure. 
          Love and Blessings 

Farewell 


